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Title word cross-reference

(+1, −1) [Yan66, Yan68, Yan69]. (−1, 1) [Rot61].  
(−∞, ∞) [Hab64]. (Mod2) [Wat62b]. (p − 1)! ≡ −1  
[Pea63]. −1/2 [CT67a]. −12, 12 [CT67b]. 0 [GV68].  
1 [GV68, Lin65a, NDT69]. 1/2 [CT67a]. 10  
[FC67, NDT69]. 10,000 [Pat62].  
10,000 < p < 15,000 [Kra61]. **$12.50** [Hou63b].  
1271 [Kmn62].  
2 [KK64, SS65, Wat62a]. 200,000 [Ste64b]. 2132 + 1  
[Ise60]. 2159 − 1 [Ise61]. 22p + 1, p [Bri62].  
$q^n (n ≤ 6)$ [Sha65b]. $2^n ± 1$ [BS67b, Ise65].  
$p < 10^4$ [Rie62]. $2^{p−1} ≡ (mod p^2)$  
[Pea63]. $2^{p−1} ≡ (mod p^2)$ for $p < 10^4$ [Kra60].  
$2π^{−1/2} ∫_0^∞ \exp(−x^2) f(x) dx$ [Gal69].  
$2π ∫_0^∞ (\sin t)^n dt$ [Hkw60].  
3 [FC67, Sho60, Str61b, Str64]. 3/2 [CT67a]. 32  
[CT67b]. 4 [Rob64, Wag67]. 401 [Ste64b]. 5  
[New67b, Wag67]. 6 [Sho60]. 6000 < p < 7000  
[KB64]. 8 [Ber68, KK64]. a, b [DJ67].  
\[a^{p−1} ≡ 1 (mod p^2)\] [Rie64]. Arcosx [PG60]. Arcsinx  
[PG60]. Arctanx [PG60]. B(x) [Sha64c]. B_{14}(x)  
[Car65]. \{amj^2\}, \{am(j + \tau)^2\} [Jag64]. E  
[Cod65a, Cod66]. $e^{io}$ [Lin65a]. $E^n$ [Day66]. $e^z$  
[SM63]. $E_1(x)$ [CT68]. $E_i(x)$ [TM68, CT69]. Eig  
[Var66]. $E_{1/2}(x)$ [Ric64b]. Erfc(x) [Ric64b].  
$f(z)/z$ [Gan66]. $F_{1/2}(x)$ [WR63]. $F_{19}$ [Rie63]. G  
[GA68, GS69, Ver65, Ver67a, Wim67]. $G_n = 6^{2^n} + 1$  
[Rie69b]. $\Gamma(p)$ [Atk68]. $\Gamma(x)$ [Ric64b]. $GF(p)$  
[Col69]. $H_n = 10^2^n + 1$ [Rie69b]. $J_0(x)$, $I_1(x)$  
[Bur62b]. $I_n(b) = 2π^{−1} ∫_0^∞ (\sin x)^n \cos(bx) dx$  
[Tho66]. $I_n(b) = 2π ∫_0^∞ (\sin x)^n \cos(bx) dx$ [Fet67].  
$I_n(b) = 2π ∫_0^∞ (\sin x)^n \cos(bx) dx$ [MR65].  
$∫_0^1 (\ln x)f(x) dx$ [And65]. $∫_0^1 f(x)^3 dx$ [SH65].  
$∫_0^1 \exp(−x^2) f(x) dx$ [SBG69].  
$∫_0^∞ e^{−x} J_0(\eta x) J_1(x) x^{−n} dx$ [Fet60b].  
$∫_0^∞ \exp(−x^2) f(x) dx$ [SBG69]. $∫_0^∞ x^3 e^{−x} f(x) dx$  
[CCJM63]. $∫_0^∞ e^{−x} J_0(\eta x) J_1(x) x^{−n} dx$ [Fet60a].
\[ J_0(x) \] [Ger64]. \[ J_n(\lambda)Y_n(\eta\lambda) - J_n(\eta\lambda)Y_n(\lambda) \] [WMR67]. \[ J'_n(\lambda)Y'_n(\eta\lambda) - J'_n(\eta\lambda)Y'_n(\lambda) = 0 \] [BA62]. \[ J'_n(\xi)x^n(k\xi) - J'_n(k\xi)y'_n(x) = 0 \] [Bau64]. \[ k \] [GV68, Mit66, Cod65a, Cod66]. \[ K_\nu(t) / I_\nu(t) \] [Rob65a]. \[ L \] [Spi69, Swa68]. \[ P \] [Par66]. \[ \text{Bases} \] [SS65]. \[ \text{Distribution} \] [AB69]. \[ \text{Dimensional} \] [Ber66, Cla62, Mit66, Mus64, Mul59]. \[ \text{Distribution} \] [AB69]. \[ \text{Dimensional} \] [Ber66, Cla62, Mit66, Mus64, Mul59]. \[ \text{Person} \] [APR65]. \[ \text{Transform} \] [GA68]. \[ \text{Transformation} \] [GS69].

\[ M = (6a + 1)2^{2m} - 1 \] [WZ68]. 

\[ M' = (6a + 1)2^{2m} - 1 \] [WZ68]. \[ N \] [Cla62, Mit59, APR65, DKV63, Mus64, Re69, Ber66]. \[ n = 2 \] [Lev61]. \[ N = h \cdot 2^n - 1 \] [Rie69a]. \[ n^2 + a \] [Sha66b]. \[ n^4 + 1 \] [Glo60, Glo62, Glo65, Lal67, Sha61]. 

\[ n = 2 (\text{mod} 4) \] [Yan66, Yan68, Yan69]. \[ \nu \] [Low66]. \[ \text{Bases} \] [SS65]. \[ \text{Dimensional} \] [Yan66]. 

\[ P_{\nu - 1/2} \cos \theta \] [Low66]. \[ P_\nu(\cos \theta) \] [Wil68]. \[ P_{(n_1, n_2)} \] [CG68]. 

\[ \text{Distribution} \] [AB69]. \[ \text{Dimensional} \] [Ber66, Cla62, Mit66, Mus64, Mul59]. 

\[ \text{Bases} \] [SS65]. \[ \text{Dimensional} \] [Yan66]. 

\[ x^2 + 2y^2 = 2 \] [Day63]. 

\[ x^2 + y^2 = 2 \] [Day63]. \[ x^2 - \text{Dy}^2 = k \] [LD68]. \[ x^3 + y^3 = z^3 - d \] [GLS64]. 

\[ x^n \] [Rot61]. \[ \exp x^2 \] [Old68]. \[ y^2 = f(x, y) \] [LS65a, LS66]. \[ y'' = f^y + g \] [Fra62]. \[ y^4 - x^2 = k \] [LJB66]. \[ |x^3 + y^3 + z^3| \leq 1 \] [Spo69].

- Bases [SS65]. - Determinant [Yan66]. 

- Dimensional [Ber66, Cla62, Mit66, Mus64, Mul59]. 

- Distribution [AB69]. - Function [Gla66]. 

- Functions [Spi69, Ver65, Ver67a, Wim67]. 

- Groups [JC69]. - [j] [Sho60]. - Matrices [Yan68, Yan69]. 

- Person [APR65]. - Transform [GA68]. - Transformation [GS69]. 

16 [Wim72]. 

49 [Ric65]. 

50th [Gau94]. 

A. [Hou61]. Abel [Fet64], Abelian [PS60]. 

Abscissas [Cas65, Mic63, Rab60]. 


Algebraic [Lay67], Lev61, New66, Rob64]. 

Algebraic-Exponential [Lay67]. Algèbre [Hou61]. ALGOL [For64, Var66]. Algorithm [Ber68, Bro69, Cha67, CT65, GH67, HL69, KM68, La 64, Lan67, Mc65, Olv64, Par64a, Par68, RU68, Smi65, Sta62, Wil69, Wyn61]. 

Allocation [BKK63]. Alternating [DKV63, KS65, Kel69, Lee62, Pop60, Wid66]. 


Analytic [BK62, CJE68c, DL67, Luy68, Val68, VW69]. 

Annihilation [Ede66]. Anniversary [Gau94]. 

Antenna [Den69]. Appearance [LP67c]. 

Application [Bro67, Mc65, PS60, Pri65, Rig64]. 

Applications [BF67a, Cor61, HL69, Lea66, Lev61, S64, Smi65, SL69, Tra65]. Applied [BK64, Gar65b, Par64b, Pri68]. 

Approach [Ell67, YP61]. 

Approximate [Dan69a, Dav67, LS65b, Pet63, R61, Sec65, Spi67, Str61a, SS63b, Str64, Thu69a, Hou60]. 

Approximation [BKK63, BKK64, Bur67, Cad64, Day66, Den66, DM69, Fai64, Flo60, Fos65, GTM69, HO69, Har66, Hol69, Joh68, KR68, Kno64, LS65a, Lay64, Lea67, Mon64, Rea61, Ric69, SG68, Shi66, Sta63, Sta61, Val68, WR63, Wyn60, Shi60, Ric65]. 

Approximations [BP67, BH64, Bur62b, Bur63a, CK68, Cho69, Cod65a, Cod66, CH67, CT67b, Cod68, CT68, CT69, Cod69, Ell65, Ell67, FL66, FL67, FG67, Fie65, Kam61, KL68, Kre68, Lar64, Luk68, Man67, Moo67, Mou64, Old68, Osl67, Osl69b, Pri68, Ric64a, Spi61, Spi62, Spi67, SF69, WC61, Win61, CT67a]. 

Arbitrary [B65, Ber67, Del65, Hub66, La 63, WG64]. 

Archimedes [WZ65]. Arc tangent [Gla68].
Argument [Bar61, Mec66, vZW64, vZW65].
Arguments [GB68, TM68]. Arising [BK62, Den69, Dra61, Gan69, Kel64, WG60, vW69].
Arithmetic [Han68, LP67a, MA65, Sha62].
Arithmetical [Wag67]. Arrays [Ric64b]. Artin [Wre61]. Ascent [Mei69]. Assignments [Por63].
Assisted [Coh69]. Associated [Jor68, KG68, Mil63, Mil68a, Por63, SCF64, Win62, Win72].
Asymptotic
[BH62a, Cj68b, DB60, LN67, NL69, Pea69, Sha64c, Ste69a, Tho65, vZW64, vZW65, Wil64, Win67].
Axisymmetric [Mac65].
Benston [Hou60]. Berlin [Ric65]. Bernoulli [Car65, KB67]. Bernstein [Sta63].
Bessel
[Win72, AM61, Bau64, DB60, Hum64, KKI67, LL62a, LS67a, Lew69, Mac65, MM67, Mec66, Mec68, NF63, Raz65, SD69, Tun66, Van64, Win62].
Bessel-Function [Mac65, MM67]. Best [Day66, PR63, Sec65, Shi60, Shi66]. Betal [DJ67, OM68]. Beta-Function [DJ67]. Between [Joh65, Kam69, LF68, Sha64a, Bi [Fre61]].
Bi-Variate [Fre61]. Bibliography [Str61a].
[Ahl64, AB69, Amo69, Bur68, DJ61]. Bivins [Sho60]. Block [Cha67, Pri65, SW69a].
Block-Symmetric [Cha67]. Book
[G.68, H.65, Ham64, Ham65, Hou60, Hou61, Hou63a, Hou63b, Ric65, S.64, Sho60]. Books
[Ano60d, Ano61d, Ano62e, Ano63e, Ano63f, Ano63g].
Bose [NDO69]. Bossett [Hou61]. Bound [Gol63]. Boundary [Bat63, CK68, Fro62, Jam68b, KL68, Kre68, Low60a, Low61, Mit61, Mur67, Osh69b, Osh69a, Pop60, Ros60, Thu69a, Thu69b].
Boundedly [Tun66]. Bounds
[AH64, BLL64, Cha68b, DP65, Gol62, Kin66, Man66, McN64, Rab68, Rab62, Sch62, Sec65, Ste68a, Swa68, Var68b, Wen65]. Bridge [Dic68].
Cable [PWMD63]. Cables [WP60]. Calcul [Hou61]. Calculate [Com60]. Calculating [Ros60].
Calculation [BHK68, CT65, DJ67, Fe65, Fee67, FG62, GW69, Hun64, Mec66, Met69, OD65, PG60, Rot60, Rud66, SW62, SW63, Spi69, Str68a, TM68, Var68a, WP60, Woo68, dF66, vV66].
[OB64]. Case [Fos68, Lev61, Wid66]. Cases
[GS69]. Catalytic [KG68]. Cattle [WG65].
Cauchy [Cho68a, Gar63, Mih68a]. Central [Coo61, Sal62a]. Centre [Hou63a]. century [Gau94].
Certain [BJ60, Bri64, Bur63b, CJ68a, Cj68b, Ehr67, EL67, Gra64, Gre60, Hun64, JLB67, Kil60, Lan60, Lan67, Lav64b, Low60b, Low61, Lyn65a, Lyn65b, May65, Mil68b, SK61, SW63, Sha64b, SCF64, Staf62, SS63b, Ver66a, WM65, Win62]. Certification
[Var66]. Change [Sol67]. Characteristic [Day63, Sw160, Tam62]. Characters [Com60].
Chebyshev [AM61, Bar61, BDN69, Bur63b, Cha68b, Cod65a, Cod65b, Cod66, CH67, CT67a, CT67b, Cod68, CT68, CT69, Cod69, Ell64, ES65, Ell65, Hum64, Mei69, Mon64, NDO69, Scr69, Shi60, Shi66, Ste68a, WC61, Woo67].
Chi [GT69, Tho65]. Chi-Square [GT69].
Christoffel [Gau68]. Circle [DJ61, FG62].
Circles [Mei69]. Circuit [WG60]. Circulants
[CJ68a]. Circular [Cad64, DJ62, Kam69, WD61].
Class [Ayo67, Bro65, Coh62, Coo67, Fos65, Her69, Hun68, LS65a, Met69, Mil68b, Nas65, Sha67a, Sha69, Tra66, Val65, Ver65, Win67]. Classes
[JC69, MM67].
Clausen [Woo68]. Clenshaw [Cha68c]. Close [Har66]. Closed [Cha68b, LD67].
Cm [Hou60, Hou61, Hou63b, Ric65, Ham64]. cm. [Hou63a]. Co [Hou63b]. Cods [McA65].
Coefficient [Sta62]. Coefficients
[BF66, Car62, Cas65, Eis68, Ell64, ES65, Fie60, Jam68b, Lyn65c, Mic63, Raz65, Str63].
collaboration [Hou61]. Colloque [Hou63a].
Color [YP61]. Columbia [Gau94]. Combinations
Equidistant [Mon64]. Equidistribution [Fra64].

Erlang [Whi63]. Errata [Ano61e, Ano63h, Ano63i, Ano63j, Ano65d, Ano65e, Ano66c]. Erratum [Ano60e].

Equidistant [Mon64].

Error [AH64, Bar68a, Bar68d, Cas65, CJ68b, Cha68b, Cha68c, CJ68c, CR68, Cod69, Gau61, Har66, Jor68, Kin66, LR68, Lyn65c, Lyn64, Man67, McA65, McN64, NL69, Olv64, Osb67, Rab68, Ra62, Re67, Sch62, SG68, Sec65, Sim65, Ste68a, Str65, Str68a, Tai67, vZW64, WD61, Wil64, Woo67, H.65].

Errata [Ano61e, Ano63h, Ano63i, Ano63j, Ano65d, Ano65e, Ano66c]. Erratum [Ano60e].


Evaluation [Hi68, Whi63]. Evaluating [Hi68, Whi65].

Evaluation [Bar61, CR68, CCJ63, Ell64, Fra65a, Fy66, Ga69, Gl66, Gre60, Hi68, Hun68, KG68, KM68, KM67, Lan60, LL62a, Lav64b, Lin60, LT64, Lin65a, Lon60a, McN64, MR65, Mel68, Mit68, NC66, SS64, SO60, Sta63, Tak66, Tho66, Van64, Wre60, Wre61].

Evaluations [Lyn65b, Sha66]. Even [Lee69].

Evaluation [Bar61, CR68, CCJ63, Ell64, Fra65a, Fy66, Ga69, Gl66, Gre60, Hi68, Hun68, KG68, KM68, KM67, Lan60, LL62a, Lav64b, Lin60, LT64, Lin65a, Lon60a, McN64, MR65, Mel68, Mit68, NC66, SS64, SO60, Sta63, Tak66, Tho66, Van64, Wre60, Wre61].

Evaluations [Lyn65b, Sha66].

Evaluations [Lyn65b, Sha66]. Even [Lee69].

Every [SL68]. Exact [BF66]. Existence [Bur63b, Jam68b, Win63]. Expansion [AM61, DB60, Ell64, ES65, LC61, NDT69, Sha64c, Tho65, Van69, Ver66c, vZW64, vZW65, Wyn60].

Expansions [Boc69, Cod65b, FW61, Fie67, Fra69, Hol69, Hum64, LL62b, LW63, LN67, NL69, OB64, Tha61, Ver65, Ver66a, Ver66b, Ver67a, Wim62, Wre60, Wim62].

Experimental [LB61, PR63, SS65]. Experiments [Jor68, KS63, Ric66]. Explicit [Asc60, Atk68, CJ68a, Ker69, Lar64, Low61, Lut68, MP63, Sw68].

Exponential [CT68, CT69, Cor61, Del66, Lay64, Lay67, Led61, LD62, vZW65]. Exponentials [Ric64a]. Exponents [Ste64b, Tan62].

Expository [Str61a]. Expressions [BP67].


Factor [Glo62, Mag60, Met69, Rie63, Rig65].

Factorization [Is60, Ise61, McE69].

Factorizations [Bri63, BS67b, Ise65]. Factors [BJ60, Bri64, Glo60, Kar61, Rie62, Rie69b, Wra64].

Fairing [TS61]. Fast [Map63, Ber67, Ber68].

Features [Coh67b, GC68]. Fermi [CT67a, CT67b, WR63]. Fibonacci [CT67a, CT67b, WR63].


Ford [S.64]. Form [Bus69a, Glo65, La 63, Lal67, SL68, Sha60b, Sha61, WG64]. Formal [Hol69].

Formally [Wyn60]. Forms [WZ68].

Formulae [Ahl64, BH62a, Bau60, Cas65, CJ68b, Cha68b, Coo61, Fos68, Jagg66, Lut68, McN64, Sch67, Str69].

Formula-Controlled [Bau60].

Formulas [And65, Fy66, LS65a, McN64, Pat68b, Pat68a, Pat69, Sar68, SS69, Win68].

Formulas [Bes64, Bes61, Bur63b, Bur63c, Bus68, But64b, CJ68c, Dav64, Dur66, Gau68, Hab64, Hab67a, Hab69, HW60, Har62b, LS65b, Lyn68, Mil63, New63, RR69, RS61, Sal60a, SK61, Sal62c, Sec65, Sha65a, Sta63, SS63a, Str60a, Str61b, SS63b, Str63, Str64, Str68b, Str68b, Wil69, Wun61].

Formulation [GM68c]. Four [Bra63, LRB69, YP61]. Four-Color [YP61].

Fourié [Ber67, Ber68, CT65, Rud66, Tun66, WG60, dF66].

Fourth [Blu62, Bra63, FG67, Jar66].
Frankel [Gor68]. Franklin [Uch66]. Free [Ros60]. Fresnel [Boe60, Cod68, Fle68]. full [Coc69b].
Function [Bar61, Bro67, Car62, CR68, Ell64, ES65, GB68, Gau61, Geb64, Glac66, Glac68, HP62, Har66, Hea65, Hum64, Jo68, Lag69, LS67a, Leh60, Leh66, Lin60, LT64, Lin65b, Low66, LW63, Lyn65b, Lyn69, Mac65, Man66, MM67, Moo67, Mou64, NF63, Old68, OM68, PS67, Rei69, Ric69, Rot61, SL61, SG68, Shi66, Spi66, Spi68, SD65, Str65, Str68a, Tak66, vZW64, WC61, Wil64, Woo67, Wre68, Shi60].
Functional [Cha68a, Nav63, NL69, Spi67]. Functional [Dan69a].
Functions [AM61, Bau64, Boe62, Boe69, Bur62b, Bur63a, Bur64, Bur68, CJ66c, DM69, Dor66, Ell67, EG63, FW61, Fie65, Fie68, GH67, GS62, Hol69, Hum64, Hum68, Jag64, Kam61, KF62, KK67, Kir60, LL62a, Led61, Lew69, LL63, Lin65a, Lon60a, LNP69, LC61, Lyn68, Mec66, Mec68, Mil63, MTK62, Nav63, NDT69, OD65, PR63, Rab68, Rei67, Ric64a, SD69, Sha66, Spi61, Spi62, Spi69, Tam62, Tra66, Van64, Val68, Ver65, Ver66a, Ver66b, Ver66c, Ver67a, Ver67b, Whi63, Wim62, Wim67, Wim68, Wyn60, vH63, Win72, Win72].
Fundamental [Coh65, Coh67b, Coh69, Sim67].
Funktionen [Ric65]. Further [NL69, Wre60].
G [S.64]. G. [Pin69]. Galois [Coc69a, Swi60].
Games [APR65]. Gamma [Bar61, CH67, GB68, Tatk66, WC61, Whi63, Wre68].
Gap [Atk68]. Gaps [Joh69, Shaa4a]. Gases [S.64].
Gauss [Cas65, Cha68b, CJ66c, CCJM63, Fed65, Gal69, Gau68, GW69, KS63, McN64, Pat68a, Sha69, Sha63b, SH65, St68a, Whi65].
Gauss-Type [McN64, Whi65]. Gaussian [And65, Bar68b, Cad64, Day63, DJ61, Pin69, Rab68, RS61, Rot61, Shaa4a, SCF64, SS63a, SGB69].
Gauthier [Hou63a]. Gauthier-Villars [Hou63a].
Gelbard [Pin69]. General [DJ61, Gar65b, Kel64, Nas65, Pet63, Var68a, Var68b, Wil69].
Generalisation [Fai69]. Generalised [Ver67b]. Generalization [Ahl64, Her69, Ste68b].
Generalizations [Sha67b]. Generalized [Blu65, Blu66, Bur64, Cas65, Fie65, GA68, HP62, Lav64a, LW63, Sha67a, SCF64, SW69b, Tra65, WD61, Wil67]. Generated [Bar62, Gre61, Tau65]. Generating [Cla62, Geb64, Geb67, Mul59].
Given [BS67a, Map63, Shi66, Shi60].

Hadamard [BH65]. Half [DJ67, Lin60, LT64, Lin65a, Swa68, Gau94]. Half- [Swa68]. half-century [Gau64]. Half-Integer [DJ67]. Hall [Sha65b]. Hardy [Sha60b, Sha63a, Sre69]. Harmonic [Man66, Mil60c, OB64]. Harmonics [Rot60].
Hasse [ZL69]. Having [Wal69]. Heat [Asc60, DG63, Dra61, Gin63, Low60a, Low60c, Low61, MP63]. Helpful [Bes64]. Henrici [H.65, Ham65]. Hermite [Ahl64, SCF64].
Hessenberg [Bus69a, Par67, Par68]. Heuristic [BH62a]. High [CEFT62, DG63, GB68, Lev61, Lyn65b, Mt61, PG60, Rab60, RS61, RR68, SS64, TS61].
High-Dimensional [Lyn65b, SS64]. High-Order [DG63, RS61]. High-Speed [CEFT62, Lev61, Mt61, TS61]. Higher [BLL64, GH67, Hou60]. Hilbert [Coh65, Coh67b, Coh69, DE62, FC67, Lav64a, LG69].
Hill [Hou63b, Sat66]. Hille [Sre69].
Homogeneous [PR63]. Horn [Sch63, Sha65c]. Householder [HL69]. Howland [Nel61].
Hundred [Ger64]. Hydrodynamics [Van64].

Hypercubic [Lyn65a, Lyn65b]. Hypergeometric [FW61, Fie65, LC61, LW63, Ver66a, Ver66b, Ver66c, Ver67b, Win68]. Hyperosculatory
Hypersphere [Mit66].

Hypothesis [GC68].

Ideal [Ste64b]. Identities [Che64, Mac65].

Identity [Bar68b]. Ihre [Ric65]. II
[Sha65c, BW67b, Bar68d, Bri64, GM68b, Hab67b, Lyn65d, SS69, Spi68, Yan69]. III [Del65, Lyn65e].

Imaginary [Aoy67, Bar61, LS67a, vZW64].

Immersed [PWMD63]. Implicit
[But64a, SW69a, Wid66]. Improved
[Com60, Coo61, Dic68, SK61, vZW64, vZW65].

Improvement [Mec68]. Impulsive [Pea65].

Incidence [Nik60]. Incomplete
[Bar61, DJ67, FL67, OM68, Tak66, Van69, Whi63].

Index [LWF72]. Inequality [Val68]. Infinite
[Bur65c, Har62b, LW65, LW63]. Infinity [Fro62].

Initial
[Ape68, Day63, Kre68, LR68, Osh69b, Sim65].

Initial-Boundary [Osh69b]. Instability [Bar68a].

Integer [Bar68b, DJ67, SL68].

Integer-Preserving [Bar68b]. Integers [Coh67a, GV68, LD62, Moo66, Rob65b, Wag67, de 64].

Integral
[Cad64, CT68, CT69, Coh62, Cor61, Day67, Fet67, Fra65a, GTM69, Hun68, Jon61, LS67a, Lin69,
Mec68, MR65, NF63, Raz65, Rei69, RS61, SD69, Scr9, Voi66, vZW65, WR63, Wim61, Woo68, vH63].

Integrals
[Boe60, Boe61, CR68, Cod65a, Cod65b, Cod66, CT67b, Cod68, FL67, Fet65, Fle68, Fos65, Gau61,
GS62, Gla66, Gla68, Gre60, HO69, Har62b, Hir68, KKI67, KM67, Lan60, Lew69, LW65, Lon60a, Lon60b, Luk68, McN66, MM67, Mil63, NC66, Nel61, OD65, Ric69, SS64, SGB69, Tho65, Tho66, Van64, Van69, Wil64, WKG66, Woo66, Woi67, dF66, vV66, CT67a].

Integrand
[HW60, Mil60c, Str60b, vV66].

Integrating [Bes64]. Integration
[Bar68c, Bar68d, But64b, DJ61, Feu68, FL61, Gea67, Has61, Led61, LS65b, LS67c, Low60c, Lyn65a,
Lyn65b, Lyn65c, Lyn65d, Lyn65e, LD67, Mc65a, ML67, Mus64, New63, Nor62, Pat68a, Pat69, Rab68,
RR69, RMB67, Sec65, Str60a, Str61a, Str61b, SS63b, Str64, Str66b, Tre66, WIt64, LS67b].

Integro [PD61]. Integro-Differential [PD61].

Interpolant [LS66]. Interpolation
[Ahl64, Bur68, Coo68, Fre61, Kah69, Lay67, New66, Sal60a, Sal62b, Sal62c, Smi65].

Interscience [Hou60]. Interval
[Fre61, Hab64, Han68, Rot61, Shi66, Shi60].

Intervals [Bur63c]. Introduction [Ham64].

Invariant [Par66]. Inverse
[BI65, Sal60a, Str68a, Tha61, Var68a, Wil67].

Inverses [CJ68a, Col69, Ker69, Lav64a]. Inversion
[BI66, Ber66, DM62, Ede66, Gau69, Low60b].

Inverting [Cha67, Geb64, LS64, May65].
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